
 

 

 
The Eltham Senior Domestic competition is proud to announce Wilson as the official 
ball provider for the next three years. Wilson’s partners include the NBA, WNBA, and 
NCAA, the largest hardgoods sporting brand globally. 
  
Since 1914 Wilson has been pushing the limits of game-changing innovations that 
athletes use worldwide. Wilson’s success over the last one hundred years is a 
testament to their relentless pursuit of innovation and our character. 

  
Wilson’s goal is to empower every human to live like an athlete, and their vision is to 
provide a better world through sport. Values we share at Eltham. 

  
Wilson and Eltham have aligned on the Evo NXT ball, the official ball for the NCAA 
and WNBA. The Evo NXT uses revolutionary Extended Range Tech whereby the 
weight of the ball is redistributed with advanced internal construction, making the 
ball easier to shoot from long range. In addition, the Micro-Touch Cover uses a layer 
of texture on the pebbled cover to create a double-layered grip that channels away 
moisture. And lastly, the extra cushioning allows your fingers to dig deeper into the 
surface for better control and a softer feel. 

  
Operations Manager Jacob Burnham believes the partnership will take the Senior 
Domestic Competition to another level. 

  
“The opportunity to have our competition supplied by such a high-quality product as 
well as provide our members with great offers from Wilson was an opportunity, we 
felt we couldn't pass up." 

  
"Every game in our competition will now be played with a high-quality Wilson 
basketball eradicating the messy week-to-week playing of a different ball. Players will 
now have consistency week in week out which will in turn improve the level of play 
and fairness of the competition,” Burnham explained. 
  
To keep in close with Wilson, click HERE to join their database. Moreover, for the 
next week, (16/3 to 23/3) Wilson is offering 30% on their website for the Eltham 
Wildcat family. Please use code WILDCATVIP at checkout. 
 


